This paper presents a rapid and scalable built-in selftest (BIST) 
Introduction
The dwindling cost of integrating transistors on a chip coupled with the rising complexity and cost of testing the chips, as well as ever growing time to market pressures, have helped speed the acceptance of design-for-test (DFT) in the design flow. As feature sizes continue to scale down, the time and cost for debug/diagnosis is becoming increasingly important as well and is leading towards the acceptance of design-for-debug/diagnosis (DFD) techniques. Such techniques are very important for reducing the time to market. Debug/diagnosis in a built-in self-test (BIST) environment is especially difficult and is the problem addressed in this paper. In order for BIST to be an effective test solution, techniques for reducing the time for debug/diagnosis are needed. A new DFD technique that permits rapid diagnosis in a BIST environment that contains a large number of scan chains is presented here.
The need for debug/diagnosis capability usually occurs during three phases in the lifetime of a chip. After the design is fabricated on silicon for the first time, popularly known as the "first silicon," a substantial amount of effort is put on debugging the first silicon. Such debug efforts usually weed out problems in the design, including design errors and design marginality. Due to the growing intricacy of the manufacturing process, device complexity, and random variations in the manufacturing process, all fabricated chips do not meet targeted specifications. The integrated circuit manufacturers need debug/diagnosis capability to identify any persistent anomaly in the manufacturing process to achieve better yield and reliability of their products. Field diagnosis is the last phase where diagnosis capability is required. Such field diagnosis can provide valuable information about the reliability of the device and might point out possible weaknesses in the design and/or production process for that device. The DFD hardware that we propose to put in a design is useful in all the three phases of diagnosis.
This paper studies the problem of diagnosis in a scanbased BIST environment.
BIST has been gaining popularity as a mechanism for testing a wide variety of integrated circuits. But to ensure its overall success, a BIST environment must be able to provide similar diagnostic capability as a conventional scan-based external testing environment.
A scan-based BIST environment for large designs generally consists of a test pattern generator (TPG) feeding a large number of scan chains. The output response of the circuit-under-test (CUT) is shifted out of the scan chains and into a multiple-input signature register (MISR). The final signature at the end of the BIST session is compared against a fault-free golden signature to ascertain pass/fail for the CUT. This final signature is so highly compacted that very little information can be extracted from it for diagnostic purposes unless the number of errors is very small. In general, there is no bound on the multiplicity of errors during BIST since a single defect can cause a large number of vectors to produce faulty responses and a large number of scan chains can capture those faulty responses. Diagnosis in a BIST environment adds an extra level of difficulty in comparison to diagnosis in a non-BIST environment. This is because it is first necessary to find out from the collected information which scan-elements have captured faulty responses. Since present day high performance designs have shallow combinational logic depths between successive sequential stages, identifying which scan elements captured faulty responses is a powerful piece of information. Once this information is obtained, the diagnostic techniques for conventional non-BIST designs can be used to further narrow down the search space since such techniques would now need to only concentrate on cones of logic feeding the scan elements capturing faulty responses.
A scan-based BIST environment differs from a standard scan-based design in that the test vectors are generated on-chip using a LFSR and the output response from the scan chains is not directly shifted out to the tester, but is compacted using a MISR. After the BIST session is complete, only the final signature contained in the MISR is scanned out.
Information about the individual output responses for each scan vector is lost. The straightforward solution to the loss of diagnostic capability in a scan-based BIST environment is to provide access from all the individual scan chains to the outside world and shift the output responses out and store them on a tester during BIST. This may not be possible for a number of reasons: 1. In a BIST environment, millions of vectors can be applied in a short amount of time. There generally will not be enough tester memory to store the output response for all the BIST vectors. 2. The scan clock frequency that is used during BIST may be too fast for the tester to accurately sample the output at. 3. There may be issues with availability of I/O ports and the additional routing that has to be performed to connect the scan output ports to the I/O pins. 4. There may be problems for systems-on-chip designs where a core with BIST in it might be embedded deep inside the design. In this paper we propose a new DFD technique that does not require access to the individual scan chains and does not require scanning out the output responses during BIST. It uses very efficient search techniques to locate the scan cells that capture a faulty response across all of the scan chains in the design. It achieves accurate diagnostic resolution of any number of error-capturing scan cells. It is scalable for very large designs as the time complexity for diagnosis is logarithmic in the number of scan cells, and the hardware overhead is logarithmic in the number of scan cells and linear in the number of scan chains. . Identification of the failing test vectors is a much harder problem and requires either more hardware overhead or more signatures. This paper focuses only on the problem of locating the error-capturing scan cells, however, it can be used in conjunction with techniques that diagnose the failing vectors.
Previous Work
In comparison with existing schemes for locating the error-capturing scan cells, the BIST diagnosis scheme proposed here provides some nice advantages. While the schemes in [Wu 96 ] and [Rajski 97] are only able to accurately detect up to a pre-specified number of errorcapturing scan cells, the proposed scheme can detect any number of error-capturing scan cells. For the proposed scheme, the number of signatures required for diagnosis is logarithmic in the total number of scan cells in the design, so it scales very well for large designs. The hardware overhead is comparable to [Rajski 97] and scales logarithmically in the number of scan cells per scan chain and linearly with the number of scan chains in the design.
Proposed Scalable Diagnosis Scheme
The general scan-based environment that we are targeting is shown in Fig. 1 . It is the well-known STUMPS architecture [Bardell 87]. The test pattern generator (TPG) feeds multiple scan chains in parallel. The output responses captured in the scan chains are then shifted out and compressed in the MISR. In many cases, an exclusive-OR network may be present before the MISR to reduce the number of states in the MISR. Our proposed scheme is not affected by the presence of such a network, so we will not consider that in the following discussion.
. . . . . . 
Problem Abstraction
From an abstract point of view, diagnosing which scan cells captured a faulty response in a BIST session is basically a search problem. Search is a well-studied problem. Given a sorted sequence of elements, we can search any element from that sequence in O[log n] time complexity using a well-known optimal search strategy called binary search. Let us investigate how we can cast our problem of diagnosis into a search problem. We can view the multiple scan chains as a matrix (illustrated in Fig. 2 ) where each row represents a scan chain and each entry in the matrix represents a scan cell. Note that our diagnosis scheme does not depend on the assumption that all the scan chains are perfectly balanced, but we will assume that fact here to simplify the analysis.
Binary search uses the basic technique of partitioning to locate an element in a given sequence. In each step of a binary search, the algorithm partitions the remaining search space into equal halves and proceeds with the search in one of the halves. One way to partition the matrix is to select a string of columns and a set of rows. One such partition is marked in Fig. 2 . Such a partition can be defined by the triplet (X, Y, Z) where: X is the set of scan chains (rows) contained in the partition. For The proposed diagnosis scheme relies on partitioning the scan cells in this way. By so doing, a binary search can be performed as well as other types of searches. This is accomplished using simple hardware and without loss of accuracy in identifying the error-capturing scan cells.
Hardware for Partitioning the Scan Cells
The general block diagram of the hardware for partitioning the scan cells is shown in Fig. 3 . The subset of scan chains that are allowed to feed the MISR in each BIST session is controlled by register X. Scan chain i is allowed to take part in forming the signature in a BIST session if the bit position X i in the X register is 1. So by setting appropriate bit positions in the X register to 0's and 1's, we can partition in the scan chains into any desired groups.
In addition to the scan chain selection hardware, there is also hardware to select the string of scan cells in the selected scan chains that are fed into the MISR. This is done using the registers Y and Z. Register Y is compared with the scan counter using comparator C1 which performs a "greater than" comparison. The contents of register Z are compared against the same scan counter using comparitor C2 which performs a "less than" comparison. The output of the scan chains is fed in the MISR only when both of the comparisons are true. In other words, only the scan cells that lie between distance Y and Z from the MISR are used in forming the signature.
Using this hardware, we can compute the signature for various partitions of the set of all scan cells. If the signature for a particular partition is error-free, then we know that none of the scan cells in that partition captured errors (assuming there was no aliasing in the MISR). If the signature is faulty, then we know that at least one of the scan cells in the partition did capture one or more errors.
As the number of scan cells per scan chain increase, the size of the Y and Z registers grow logarithmically. As the number of scan chains increase, the size of the X register grows linearly. Thus, the DFD hardware for this scheme scales well for very large designs A workstation can be used to perform the diagnosis. For each BIST session, the workstation loads the values of 
Finding Scan Cells that Capture Errors
Given the DFD hardware described in the previous subsection, we can perform diagnosis very rapidly. Here we describe how to do diagnosis following the general strategy of binary search. Note, however, that this DFD hardware is general enough to perform other search strategies based on partitioning (other strategies will be described in Sec. 5). The diagnosis scheme based on binary search for detecting which scan chains contain error-capturing scan cells can be described as follows: 1. Initialize all bits in Xerror to 1. Initially all scan cells can be a possible source of error. So all the bits in Xerror are set to 1. The Xerror set is partitioned into Xpartition_1 and Xpartition2. First Xpartition_1 is tested to determine if it contains a scan cell in error. If Xpartition_1 is in error, then it is partitioned further to zoom in on the scan cells in error. If not, then we know that Xpartition_2 must be in error, so further partitions are performed on Xpartition_2. This scheme will take O(log n) BIST sessions, where n is the number of scan chains, to identify a scan chain containing error-capturing scan cells. Not only can we use this scheme to identify which scan chains captured a faulty response, but we can also use the same strategy to partition the scan cells in a scan chain using the Y and Z registers to accurately identify the error-capturing scan cells within the scan chain. The procedure for that is as follows: 1. Set the bit in the X register corresponding to the scan chain that is to be diagnosed 2. Initialize Yerror = 0, Zerror = m (where m is the number of scan cells in the scan chain). 6.1 If signature is error-free set Yerror = Zpartition, and go to step 3. 6.2 If signature is faulty, stop if the desired accuracy has been obtained or else set Zerror = Zpartition, and go to step 3. In the above procedure, the Y and Z registers select the partition of the scan chain that is shifted into to the MISR in a particular BIST session. If the partition is error-free then we know that the other scan chain partition marked by Zpartition and Zerror contains scan cells in error. So further partitions are done for the interval marked by Zpartition and Zerror. This scheme will take O(log m) BIST session. In each successive BIST session, we are continuously dividing the matrix shown in Fig. 2 into two equal halves.
Consider the case where we are trying to locate an error-capturing scan cell where the number of scan chains is 100 and the number of scan cells on an average in each scan chain is 120. Then our method will converge in log 2 (100) + log 2 (120) = 14 BIST sessions.
Comparing this with schemes that diagnose one scan chain at a time, there is a significant advantage. Such schemes would first run BIST sessions with only one scan chain observable at a time. That alone will take 100 BIST sessions in the worst case and 50 BIST sessions on average.
Then additional BIST sessions would be required to locate the error-capturing scan cell in the selected scan chain.
The method described in [Rajski 97] is probabilistic in nature and hence might not be able to identify the exact error-capturing scan cells in every case. The method described in [Wu 96 ] is accurate as long as the number of error-capturing scan cells is less than the error correction capability t of the bEC that is used. The proposed method can accurately identify any number of error-capturing scan cells. If there are multiple error-capturing scan cells, then in some steps both partitions might produce faulty signatures. In that case, the number of BIST sessions would be different from O(log n). The number of BIST sessions for diagnosing multiple error-capturing scan cells depends on the number of error-capturing scan cells and their distribution in the scan chain. In the next section, we will derive an expression for the number of BIST sessions in the worst case scenario.
Analysis of Diagnosis Scheme
If there is only one error-capturing scan cell, then we know that the binary search procedure will find the errorcapturing scan cell with log 2 (m*n) BIST sessions, where m is the average number of scan cells in a scan chain and n is the total number of scan chains.
In the general case where there are multiple errorcapturing scan cells, then the number of BIST sessions depends on which partitions each of the error-capturing scan cells are in. The worst case scenario is when the error-capturing scan cells are equidistant from each other in the matrix. To illustrate this, consider the simple case where there is one scan chain containing 64 scan cells out of which 3 capture errors. The 3 error-capturing scan cells are nearly equidistant from each other, which constitutes the worst possible case for our scheme. It is the worst case because whenever we do a partition of the scan cells, the error-capturing scan cells will lay on different partitions. The diagnosis tree for such a worst case scenario is shown in Fig. 4 . The leaf nodes in Fig. 4 marked with '*' are the error-capturing scan cells. The number of nodes in the tree minus the top node constitutes the number of BIST sessions required, which in this case is 30. Careful analysis of the diagnosis tree leads us to a closed form representation of the number of BIST sessions required to accurately diagnose t errorcapturing scan cells in the worst case:
Let the total number of scan cells be N and the number of error-capturing scan cells t, then
Number of BIST sessions B = (2t)log 2 (N/t) + 2t -1
The expression B is an upper bound on the number of BIST sessions, because if after testing one of the partitions we find it is error-free, then we know that the other partition must have a error-capturing scan cell. So we can straight away start partitioning the other partition without running a BIST session for it. Note that typically there will be a lot of spatial locality for the error-capturing scan cells because scan cells driven by overlapping cones of logic will tend to be near each other in the scan chain routing. Hence, a fault whose effects branch out to multiple scan cells will tend to cause errors in nearby scan cells. Thus, the worst case scenario of having equidistant error-capturing scan cells is very unlikely.
Consider the example depicted by Fig. 4 further. If there was only one error-capturing scan cell among the 64 scan cells, then our diagnosis scheme will terminate in 6 BIST sessions. But for 3 error-capturing scan cells, the number increases to 30. This is because in presence of multiple error-capturing scan cells. In the worst case, we are unable to remove part of our search space in each step. Consider the following alternative to a full binary search. To start with, we divide the 64 scan cells into groups of 8. Let us assume that we were lucky in this case, and 2 error-capturing scan cells ended up in one group, and the other scan cell remained in a separate group. So after the first set of 8 partitions, we have (2*8)=16 unresolved scan cells in 2 groups of 8 scan cells. Within these 2 groups let us assume worst case behavior as before. We partition these 2 groups into 8 groups of 2 scan cells. So in the worst case in this scenario the total number of partitions comes to (8+8+6)=22 a savings of 26.67% over the previous case. This illustrates the fact that for multiple error-capturing scan cells, it is possible that an alternative partitioning strategy to binary search could be better. In the next section, we describe techniques for partitioning the search space using structural information about the CUT.
Partitioning Using Structural Information
The proposed DFD hardware described in this paper is capable of implementing other partitioning strategies in addition to binary search. In binary search, the search space is partitioned into two equal parts in each step. It is possible to improve on binary search if we utilize structural information about the CUT. Using structural information, we can better partition the search space to locate the fault with fewer steps on average.
One piece of structural information that can be utilized is which scan cells are part of a single functional block. Groups of scan cells in the BIST architecture may all be part of the same functional block (i.e., module, core, etc.) such that a fault within that functional block may only affect that group of scan cells. If one of the scan cells in a particular functional block captures an error, then it is likely that any other error-capturing scan cells would also be a part of that functional block. By knowing which scan cells belong to which functional blocks, we can better partition the search space so that we can find the error-capturing scan cells more rapidly.
Another more thorough way to extract structural information from the CUT is to trace the cones of logic feeding each scan cell and construct a weighted graph G as follows: 1. Each scan cell in the CUT corresponds to a node in the graph G. 2. There exists a directed edge between two nodes i and j, iff they have an overlapping cone of logic. 3. The edge weight Wi,j = Ci,j / Cj, where Ci,j is the size of the overlapping cone of logic between scan cells i and j, and Cj is the size of the cone of logic for scan cell j. Wi,j is a heuristic that represents the probability of how likely scan cell j will be error-capturing given that scan cell i was error-capturing. The size of the cone of logic can be estimated by gate count. To identify the cone of logic Ci for a scan cell i, we backtrace through scan cell i's input. We can stop backtracing once we encounter a primary input or another scan cell. The backtracing process does not need to continue beyond a scan cell because any error affecting a scan cell C1 cannot propagate and affect any scan cell C2 lying at the fan out of C1 during a BIST session. Note that the construction of graph G is independent of any fault model, and so its use in our diagnosis scheme does not make our scheme fault model dependent.
Once we have extracted the structural information from the CUT and constructed the graph G, we can use this information to more rapidly locate the error-capturing scan cells. The proposed search strategy is as follows: 1. Perform binary search to identify one of the errorcapturing scan cells, f. Note that scan cell f can be identified in O(log m*n) iterations, where m is the number of scan chains and n is the average number of scan cells in each scan chain. 2. From the graph G, identify all the scan cells that have an edge with f. Let us call that set Gf . 3. If size of the set Gf is small, then perform linear search, i.e., select one scan cell belonging to the set Gf in each BIST session and continue until all the elements in G f have been considered.
If size of the set
Gf is large, then select scan cells from the set in decreasing order of edge weights. If we identify another error-capturing scan cell j then reduce the set of possible error-capturing scan cells Gf by taking set intersection of Gf and Gj. Continue for all members of Gf. In the above procedure, once an error-capturing scan cell f is identified, we construct a set Gf which depicts the other possible error-capturing scan cells. The members of the set Gf are validated either directly by selecting that scan cell i individually for a BIST session, or indirectly when we identify another error-capturing scan cell j and i does not lie in the set Gj. In the second case, i is dropped from the set of possible error-capturing scan cells Gf as any defect that affects scan cell i cannot affect scan cell j which has been observed to be in error, and so is inconsistent with the present validated information under a single defect assumption. The above procedure is guaranteed to identify all error-capturing scan cells provided there is only one actual defect location in the CUT. The multiple defect assumption can be easily incorporated in this scheme by running additional tests on partitions constructed out of scan cells not diagnosed to be in error. So we exclude all the scan cells that we have diagnosed as error-capturing in the additional tests. If any of the additional tests produce an erroneous signature, then the above procedure is applied for that partition. Note that our entire diagnosis process is independent of any fault model and is robust enough to handle cases where multiple defects are present in the CUT.
Results
We did a comparison of our diagnosis scheme with the one proposed in [Rajski 97]. The DFD hardware in [Rajski 97] randomly partitions the search space, whereas the scheme proposed here deterministically partitions the search space to perform a binary search or search strategies based on structural information. We did experiments to compare the techniques in terms of the number of BIST sessions required and the accuracy in diagnosing the error-capturing scan cells. Table 1 shows results for a scan chain configuration with 500 scan chains where each scan chain has 1000 scan cells in it. Random errors were generated in each case. Each experiment was repeated a number of times with different random errors and the average result is shown. A primitive polynomial of order 16 was used for [Rajski 97] in all the experiments. The first column in Table 1 shows the number of scan chains that contain error-capturing scan cells, column 2 shows the number of error capturing scan cells in each scan chain. Columns 3, 4, 5 shows results for [Rajski 97] assuming pseudorandom partitioning is performed for diagnosing both the shows results for the proposed scheme with a binary search (no structural information was used). Experiments were performed for different numbers of scan chains in error and different numbers of scan cells in error. In all the cases, the proposed technique using binary search had fewer BIST sessions and correctly identified all the failing scan cells. For [Rajski 97], the number of BIST sessions were selected so as to keep the average number of undiagnosed scan chains or scan cells in every case to be small, less than 0.5. As can be seen from the results, the proposed scheme requires fewer BIST sessions in all cases. Since it is capable of always finding all error-capturing scan cells, there were never any undiagnosed cells. Note that the hardware overhead for the proposed scheme is less than the hardware overhead for [Rajski 97] with random partitioning of both the scan chains and scan cells.
Conclusions
The proposed method adds DFD hardware to efficiently locate the error-capturing scan cells. Any number of error-capturing scan cells can be located accurately. Structural information about the CUT can be used to find partitioning strategies that are even more effective than binary search.
One of the nice properties of the STUMPS architecture for BIST is that it scales very well for large designs. The proposed DFD approach scales in the same manner and can provide a solution for rapid diagnosis for BIST.
